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Primochill Hex 2-Layer
Rad Grillz - Dual 120mm -

Black/Black

Special Price

$12.95 was

$19.95

Product Images

Short Description

PrimoChill Hex 2-Layer Rad Grillz are the latest addition to the rapidly growing PrimoChill product line.  TheHex 2-Layer Rad
Grillz are all about functionality without sacrificing style.  Each grill is laser cut to perfection giving the grill a very unique look that
you won't find anywhere else.

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Description

PrimoChill Hex 2-Layer Rad Grillz are the latest addition to the rapidly growing PrimoChill product line.  TheHex 2-Layer Rad
Grillz are all about functionality without sacrificing style.  Each grill is laser cut to perfection giving the grill a very unique look that
you won't find anywhere else.  What makes the Hex 2-Layer Rad Grillz so unique is the ingenious 2-Layer design. The air flow of
the grill was thoroughly researched and several hex sizes were tested until the perfect balance of aesthetics and quietness was
achieved.  The bottom layer hex pattern is carefully laser cut on a 45 degree angle creating a more aggressive look. The top layer
is the finishing touch which blocks out the frame of the fan below giving its fluid and one of a kind look.
Hex 2-Layer Rad Grillz are the next best thing in the water cooling industry.  A variety of colors and sizes accommodates any
build.
Certain to be copied, but remember that PrimoChill�s Hex 2-Layer Rad Grillz are Made in the USA, by Americans. 

Features

Laser Cut for a Perfect Fit 
Open air flow patterns enable quiet operation.
Multi-Layer Design gives an incredible 3D look.
Large color selection and styles. Mix and match for a unique look. 
Ships with protective paper to ensure flawless install.
Installs in minutes.
Light weight acrylic design.
Made in the USA.

Specifications

Fits any 120mm Fan.
2 Layer Acrylic Design.
Does not include ANY mounting hardware.
Warranty: 6 months

Install Notes:

Grillz with transparent top layer:  Includes a white/ blank 3rd layer to prevent dulling of the transparent color that is
caused by  the underlying dark color of the hex or fan frame. This 3rd layer should be placed between the top layer
and the hex layer with the rough side down.

Warnings/Cautions:
*Over tightening mounting screws will cause the acrylic to crack.  PrimoChill is not responsible for any hardware
damage. Use at your own risk.
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Additional Information

Brand Primochill

SKU RG2H-220-BK-D

Weight 1.2500

Color Black

Radiator Size 240 (2 x 120mm)

Radiator Accessory Type Radgrill

Material Acrylic

Special Price $12.95


